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Let a be a rational number and m a positive integer. In this paper it is 
determined which of the pure equations xm + a = 0 have a solution in a finite- 
dimensional division algebra with center the rational field Q. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions on m and a are given. 
Throughout this paper a finite-dimensional division algebra central over Q 
will be called a Q-division ring. 
DEFINITION. Iff(x) E Q[x], thenf(x) is Q-adequate 9 there is a Q-division 
ring D and A E D such thatf(A) = 0. 
The goal of this paper is to characterize the Q-adequate polynomials of 
the form xm + a, a EQ. If T is a natural number, we denote by 2’ the set of 
r-th powers in the integers 2. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let b be an integer and let m be a positive integer. 
(1) xm + b is Q-adequate ;f any of the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) b < 0, (ii) 4 7 m, (iii) b $ Z2. 
(2) x4m + 6 is Q-adequate if and only z.. x4 + b is Q-adequate. 
(3) Let b E Z2, b $ 4Z4, and suppose b = c2 where c = 2rde2, Y = 0 or 1, 
d odd and square-free, d, c E Z, c # 0. Then x4 f b is Q-adequate if and only 
if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) there are two distinct primes congruent to 3(mod 4) dividing d. 
(ii) there is a prime congruent to 3(mod 4) dividing d and r = 0. 
(iii) there is a prime congruent to 3(mod 4) dividing d, r = 1, and 
d f 7 (mod 8). 
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(4) Let b E 4Z4. Then x4 + b is Q-adequate. 
(5) Let u, v E Z, uv # 0, v # -1, (u, v) = 1. x” + u/v is Q-adequate 
if and only if xm + vw’-% is Q-adequate. 
If p is a rational prime we write Q, for the field of p-adic numbers. b, c, d, 
and e will always denote non-zero integers and k, m, and n will denote integers 
3 1. We write Q for a fixed algebraic closure of Q. 01, /3, y will denote elements 
of & and A and B will denote elements of Q-division rings. Roots of a poly- 
nomial in Q[x] will always be taken to be elements of Q. 
LEMMA I. Let f (x) = xln + b = fi(x) ... f,.(x), where fi(x) is an irreducible 
polynomial in Z[x] of degree n, . f (x) is Q-adequate if there exists a j, 1 ,( j ,( r, 
and two distinct primes p, and p, such that fj(x) is irreducible over both Q,, 
and Q,, . A sufficient condition for this to occur is for the Galois group Gj of 
fj(x) to contain a cycle of length ni (n+ycle) when Gj is viewed as a group of 
permutations on the nj distinct roots of f,(x). 
Proof. Suppose fi(x) remains irreducible over both Q,, and Q,, , p, and p, 
primes, p, # p, . Let 01 be a root of fi(x) and let E = Q(a). There are unique 
primes pr and ps of E extending p, and pa respectively and [Ep, : Q,J = 
[E : Q] = n, = n, for i = 1, 2. By ([2] Satz 9, page 119) there is a Q-division 
ring D of dimension n2 over Q satisfying: 
1 
D has invariant n at p, , 
D has invariant - k at p, , 
D has invariant 0 at p for all primes p # pi , i = 1, 2. 
Since [Ep, : Q, ] = n, we note that all the localizations of E split the central 
simple algebra “D 9 = D & Q, . By the Hasse principle ([2] Satz 1, page 117) 
we conclude that E splits D. As [E : Q] = n and E splits the division ring D 
of index n, we know that E is actually (isomorphic to) a maximal subfield of 
D by ([2] Chapter IV, Satz 14 and 16). But LY E E and CX? + b = 0 so f (x) 
is Q-adequate. 
Now suppose that G, , the Galois group of fi(x), contains an n-cycle when 
viewed as a group of permutations on the roots of fi(x), n being the degree 
of fi(x). By the Frobenius density theorem ([3] Chapter IV, page 129) 
fi(x) is irreducible modp for a set of primes having non-zero density. It 
follows that fi(x) is irreducible over Q, for infinitely many primes p not 
dividing the discriminant of fi(x) ([I] page 276). 
We will make frequent use of the following criterion for polynomials of 
the form X~ + b to be irreducible: 
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LEMMA 2. Let K be a field and m an integer, m 3 2. Let a E K, a # 0. 
Assume that for all prime numbers p such that p 1 m we have a $ Ku and if 
4 / m then a $ -4K4. Then xm - a is irreducible in K[x]. 
Proof. See ([4] page 221). 
For n a natural number, let 5, be a primitive n-th root of unity over Q. 
Lmma 3. Let p be an odd prime and suppose that c E 2, c $ Z”, c > 0. 
Then x0* - c is irreducible for all integers s, s 3 1. Let 01 be the real root of 
XT’ - c. Then Q(U) n Q(i&) = Q. 
Proof. The fact that x ps - c is irreducible for all s > 1 follows imme- 
diately from Lemma 2. Let 01~ be the real root of xp* - c. We prove that 
Q(aJ n Q(<,s) = Q by induction on i. For i = 1, the result follows from 
the fact that Q(ar) is not a normal extension of Q and so Q(aJ n Q(&) = Q. 
Since (cx~+J~ is a root of 34 - c, we see that [Q(ai+r) : Q(cxJ] = p and Q(ai+r) 
is not a normal extension of Q(ai). This shows that Q(aifl) A Q(ai , &) = 
Q(aJ. By the induction hypothesis Q(aJ n Q(&) = Q. It now follows that 
Q(cx~+~) n (lDs) = Q. The lemma is the case i = s. 
LEMMA 4. Let fi(x) and fi(x) be Q-adequate irreducible polynomials in 
Q[x] of degrees n, and n2 respectively, (nl , nz) = 1. Let f(x) be the manic 
irreducible polynomial for a primitive element of Q(al , ‘YJ, where 01~ is a root 
of fi(x), i = 1, 2. Then f (x) is Q-adequate. In particular, let f (x) = xmk + b, 
(m, k) = 1, J:(x) = xm + b, fi(x) = xk + b, and suppose that fi(x), f2(x) and 
f(x) are irreducible. If fi(x) and fi(x) are Q-adequate, then so is f (x). 
Proof. Since (n, , ns) = 1, [Q(oir , aa) : Q] = n1n2 . IfL is a finite extension 
of Q, we denote by B(L 1 Q) the subgroup of the Brauer group of Q consisting 
of elements split by L. From Proposition 2.1 of [5] we see that B(Q(orJ 1 Q) 
has an element of order ni , i = 1, 2. Since B(Q(olJ j Q) C B(Q(ol, , as) j Q), 
i = 1,2 we see that B(Q(cr r , CYJ 1 Q) contains an element of order nrna = 
[Q(cQ , aa) : Q]. It follows from Proposition 2.1 of [5] that Q(ar , CXJ is 
isomorphic to a subfield of a Q-division ring and so f(x) is Q-adequate. 
Now let f(x) = xmli + b, n, = m, na = 12, fi(x) = xm + b, and fi(x) = 
xk + b. Let 01 be a root off(x). Then cyk is a root of fi(x) while olnL is a root of 
fi(x). Since Q(a) I Q(a”), Q(cY) 2 Q(cP) and 
[Sk4 : Ql = mk = [Qb”) :Ql[@“) : 81, 
we have Q(m) = Q(&, am). It now follows from the first part of the lemma 
that if fi(x) and f2(x) are Q-adequate, then so also is f (x). 
For future reference, we state next some standard facts about the auto- 
morphism groups of cyclotomic fields. 
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LEMMA 5. Let G be the Galois group of Q(&,,) over Q, and let 5 = Lpa . 
If p is an odd prime then G is cyclic of order p*-l(p - I), generated by 5 + c’f”. 
If p = 2, then G is cyclic if s < 2 and is isomorphic to 2, @ Z,,-2 if s > 3, 
The maps 5 ---f t5 and 5 + [3 have order 2”-2 in G when s 3 3. 
Proof. See ([5] page 257). The statements about the orders of the auto- 
morphisms are easily proved by induction. 
LEMMA 6. If m is odd, then x” + b is Q-adequate. 
Proof. If 01 is a root of xm + b = 0, then --01 is a root of xm -- b = 0. 
Thus we need only show that x m - b is Q-adequate where b > 0. If xm - b 
is not irreducible, then, in view of Lemma 2, b = cn where m = nk. Then 
xnk - cn = (x” - c)(xo-l)12 + *.. + cn-l). Obviously x” - b is Q-adequate 
if xk - c is. Reducing iteratively we may assume that x” - b is irreducible. 
Let m = psu where (p, U) = 1. Then xp8 - b and xU - b are irreducible 
by Lemma 2. In view of Lemma 4 we need only prove that x*’ - b and xU - b 
are Q-adequate. Proceeding by induction on the number of primes dividing u, 
we see that it is sufficient to prove that xp’ - b is Q-adequate, where p is an 
odd prime, xp’ - b is irreducible, and b > 0. From Lemma 1 we see that 
it is sufficient to prove that the Galois group G of x*’ - b contains aps-cycle. 
Let 5 = I& and let 01 be the real root of x*’ - b = 0. From Lemma 3 we 
have Q(a) r\ Q(t) = Q. Q([, a) is the splitting field of xp” - b over Q. Since 
Q(U) and Q(4) are linearly disjoint over Q, the map u given by ~(1) = 5, 
u(a) = [a defines an automorphism of Q([, cy over Q. u is the desiredp*-cycle. )
Lemma 6 shows that pure equations of odd degree are Q-adequate. We 
next consider pure equations of degree 2”. We begin with the case s = 1. 
LEMMA 7. Letf(x) E Q[x] have degree 2. Thenf(x) is Q-adequate. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the fact that the 
Galois group off(x) has a 2-cycle if f(x) is irreducible. This lemma also 
follows from Theorem 2.8 of [5]. 
LEMMA 8. Let b = cd2 where c is square-free and suppose that an oddprimep 
divides c. Let s > 2 and set 5 = J&. . Let 01 be any root of either of the equations 
x2’ - b = 0 or x2’ + b = 0. Then Q(a) n Q(t) = Q. 
Proof. If s = 2 and Q(a) n Q(c) # Q, then Q(a) r\ Q(c) = Q(c) = 
Q(d-1). If s > 3 and Q(a) n Q(c) # Q, then this intersection must contain 
a quadratic subfield of Q(l). The three quadratic subfields of Q(4) are 
8(4-l), Q(d--2), and Q(d). W e note that p is unramified in each of 
these quadratic fields since p is an odd prime ([6] Theorem 6.2.1, page 235). 
This implies that in order to prove the lemma we need only prove that p 
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is totally ramified in Q(a). F or in that casep will be totally ramified in every 
subfield of Q(a) and so, in particular, in every quadratic subfield of 
Q(a) n Q(l). Let e be the ramification of p in Q(cY). Since both x2’ - b and 
x2* + b are irreducible in Q[x] by Lemma 2, we need to show that e = 2”. 
Let ZJ be the exponential valuation of Q(a) extending the p-valuation of Q. 
Then e = v(p). Let pr / d, pr+l { d. From a*’ = &cd*, p / c, c square-free, 
we have 2%(a) + v(p) + 2rv(p) = (1 + 2r)e. Since l + 2r is odd and e 
is an integer <2”, e must equal 2”, proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let b $ &Z2. Then x2’ + 6 is Q-adequate. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that x2’ + b is irreducible. In view of 
Lemma 7 we may assume that s > 2. Let b = cd2 where c is square-free and 
let 01 be a root of x2’ + b. Suppose Q(a) n Q(c) = Q, where < = t2* . Then 
the map u given by u(l) = 5, u(a) = 5 01 d fi e nes a 2”-cycle in the Galois group 
of x2’ + b. The lemma now follows from Lemma 1. We may suppose then 
that Q(4 n Q(r;) f Q. 1 n view of Lemma 8 we must have c = 12. Since 
(~1~‘~‘)~ = -b = -cd2, we see that either Q(&) or Q(2/2) is a subfield 
of Q(a). We claim that for Q(a) n Q(c) to be strictly larger than Q we must 
have s 2 3. For suppose s = 2. Then Q(a) n Q(5) = Q(l) = Q(a) so 
9(2/q) and either Q(d2) or Q(dz) are subfields of Q(a). But Q(&) = 
Q(-t/-1, d/2) = Q(d\/=i, 2/z) and since [Q(a) : Q] = 4 = [Q(<,) : Q] 
we must have Q(a) = Q([,). Let /3 be the real fourth root of 2d2. Then 
either /3 or i&/3 is a root of x2’ + b. Since Q(a) is normal over Q (being equal 
to Q(&)) and 5, E Q(a) we see that Q(a) 2 Q(p). However Q(p) is not a normal 
extension of Q and so s 2 3. Now let r be the automorphism of Q(t) (where 
5 = [,J given by ~(5) = c5. Let X be an automorphism of the splitting field 
Q(o1, 5) of x2’ + b over Q which extends 7. Suppose h(a) = 1%. The fixed 
field of T is Q(&1) so X(2/2) = - z/2, h(z/-2) = -G. Also 
(A(cx))““~’ = jU2g-10128-1 = ~(cx~‘-‘) = -(r2’-‘. Therefore u is odd. Since the 
degree of Q(o1, 5) of Q is a power of 2, X has order a power of 2. Thus X is 
a as-cycle if and only if its order is 2”. However, P’-‘(01) = ICY, where 
r = U(528-l-1 + . . . + 1) = u(5*“-1 - I)/4 = ~(5~“~~ - 1)(52”-a + 1)/4. Since 
528-2 + 1 + 0 (mod 4), 525-2 - 1 + 0 (mod 2~4-1) and u is odd, it follows 
that Y + 0 (mod 2”) and so P-‘(a) # 0~. A similar argument shows that X2” 
is the identity automorphism. The lemma now follows from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 10. If b < 0, then x2’ + b is Q-adequate. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on 1 b I. The result is clear if 
b = -1. If b $ - 22, the result follows from Lemma 9. If b E - Z2, say 
b = -ca, then x2* + b = x2’ - ca = (~a”’ - c)(x@ + c). By induction 
one of these factors is Q-adequate and so xa8 + b is Q-adequate also. 
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In view of Lemmas 9 and 10 we next consider polynomials of the form 
x2’ + b where b is a square. We first consider the case when b = 4c4. 
LEMMA 11. x2’ + 4c4 is Q-adequate for all c E Z. 
Proof, We have x2’ + 4c4 = (9-l - 2cx28-2 + ~c~)(x~~-~ + 2cxz8-’ + 2~2). 
For s = 2 the lemma follows from Lemma 7 so we may assume that s > 3. 
Let the first factor above be fi(x) and the second factor be f2(.x). Let G be 
the Galois group of 9’ + 48 over Q. Then G is a permutation group on 
on the roots of x2’ + 4c4 and any element of G sends roots of an irreducible 
factor of x2’ + 4c4 into roots of that same factor. Thus if we produce an 
element of G which is the product of two 2s-1-cycles, it will follow that fi(x) 
and f2(x) are both irreducible and the Galois group of each fi(x), i = 1,2, 
contains a 2”-l-cycle. The lemma would then follow from Lemma 1. Let 
5=5 28 and let 01 be any root of f,(x). Then Q(<, a) is the splitting field of 
x2’ + 4c4 over Q. Let u be any extension to Q(&‘, a) of the automorphism of 
Q(c) over Q which sends 5 to c3. Then u(a) = 5% so ~(a)~‘-’ = ~~zs-‘~2s-1 =
o((uz8-I). But 01~‘-’ = &2c2 2/q and o(&1) = - d-1. Thus tn2*-’ = -1 
and so n is odd. It follows that o~~-~(o~) = {‘a, where 
y = n(32s-1-1 + . . . + 1) = n (32s-“-1) 
2 * 
Since 32”-’ + l(mod 2”+l) by Lemma 5 and n is odd, we see that 02”-“(~) # 01. 
A similar argument shows that 02’-’ is the identity automorphism of Q(c,,a). 
Thus u has order a power of 2. It follows that cr has order 2s-1. Since the 
order of 0 is the least common multiple of the lengths of the cycles in the 
cycle structure of 0, we see that u is the product of cycles at least one of 
which has length 2s-1. From our proof we see that 01 is in a cycle of length 
2s-1 and so fi(x) is irreducible. It is easy to see that f2(x) is also irreducible. 
An examination of fi(x) and f2(x) shows that since 01 is a root of fi(x), c201 
is a root of f2(x). An argument analogous to the one above shows that 
c?-~([~o~) f t2a and thus 12~ is also in a 2”-l-cycle. In particular, f2(x) is also 
irreducible and CJ is the product of two 2s-1-cycles, as was to be shown. 
In our discussion of the case when b E Z2, b + 2Z2, we will need to use the 
fact that x4 + b2 is reducible modp for all primes p. This follows from a 
more general result due, we belive, to Hilbert. Since the proof of the result 
that we require is quite short and no reference to it is readily available, 
we have included a proof (presumably due also to Hilbert). 
LEMMA 12. Let a, b E Z. f(x) = xl + 2ax2 + b2 is reducible modp for 
all primes p. 
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Proof. Completing the square in three different ways we have 
f(x) = (x” + a)” - (a2 - b2) = (x2 + by - 2x2@ - u) 
= (x” - b)2 - 2X2(-b - a). 
We note that 2x2@ - a) 2x2(--b - u) = 4x4(a2 - b2). Since the product of 
two non-squares is a square in Z, , we see that one of the above forms of 
f(x) must be a difference of squares in 2, and hence reducible. 
We turn next to the case when b is a square but not of the form 4c4. We 
consider first equations of degree 4. 
LEMMA 13. Let b E Z2, b $ 4Z4. Write b in the form b = c2, c = 2?de2, 
where r = 0 or 1, and d is odd and square-free. Then x4 + b is Q-adequate if 
and only ;f one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) there are two or more primes congruent to 3(mod 4) dividing d. 
(ii) there is a prime congruent to 3(mod 4) dividng d and r = 0. 
(iii) there is a prime congruent to 3(mod 4) dividng d, r = 1, and 
d $ 7(mod 8). 
Proof. We see from Lemma 2 that x4 + c2 is irreducible in Q[x]. Let 01 
be a root of x4 + c2 = 0. Then 01~ = +z 2/-l so Q(U) 2 Q(a) = Q(l,). 
In particular, we see that Q(a) is a normal extension of degree 4 of Q. If 
a2 = -c 2/-l, then ((t/-l) a)” = c t/-l. We may therefore assume 
that a2 = c 2/-l and c > 0. We have (c + c fl)/a E Q(a) and 
2c = (c + c &l/a)“. Thus 1/z~Q(a) and so Q(a) = Q(dT, v’%). 
By Lemma 12, x4 + c2 is reducible mod p for all primes p and hence $4 + ca 
is reducible over Q, for all primes p not dividing the discriminant of Q(a) 
([I], page 276). Since only finitely many primes divide the discriminant of 
Q(a) we see that x4 + cz can be irreducible over QD for only finitely many 
primes p. In particular, the Galois group of ~4 + ca can not contain a 4-cycle 
so the arguments used previously will not apply here. However, since Q(a) 
is a normal extension of Q of degree 4, we see from Propositions 2.1 and 2.5 
of [5] that x4 + c2 is Q-adequate if and only if there are two distinct primes 
p, and p, (not dividing the discriminant of Q(a)) such that ~4 + ca is 
irreducible over both Q,, and Q2)% . The only primes that can divide the 
discriminant of Q(a) are 2 and the primes dividing c. Let p be a prime. Then 
x4 j- c2 is irreducible over Q,, only if [8,(&l, 2/z) : QD] = 4; this 
happens if and only if we have Q(2/-1) # Q,(G) and both of these fields 
are different from Q, . In view of Propositions 6-5-4 and 6-5-5 of [6] we need 
only determine the behavior of these fields for primes p dividing 2d. If the 
prime p divides d and p = 3 (mod 4), then since Q,(& 1) is unramified 
while Q,(1/2c) is ramified, x4 + c2 is irreducible over Q, . If p is a prime, 
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p = I (mod 4), then d-1 E Q, and so x4 + c2 is reducible over Q, . Thus, 
in order for x4 + c2 to be Q-adequate we must have at least one prime 
p, p = 3 (mod 4) and p dividing d. If there is only one such prime then we 
must have [Q2(& 1, 1/z) : Qs] = 4. The lemma now follows from an 
inspection of the seven quadratic extensions of Q2 ([6], page 248). 
COROLLARY 14. If c is a sum of two squares in Z and c $ 2Z2, then x4 + c2 
is not Q-adequate. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 13 and the well known 
criteria for an integer to be a sum of two squares ([6] page 236). 
LEMMA 15. Suppose xmk + b is Q-adequate. Then xm + b is Q-adequate. 
Proof. By assumption there exists a Q-division ring D and an element 
A in D such that Am” = -b. Then B = A” is in D and B” = -b. 
LEMMA 16. Let s > 3. Then x2* + b is Q-adequate if and only if x4 + b is 
Q-adequate. 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 9, 10, and 11 we may assume that b E Z2 but 
b $ 4Z4. Then b = c2 and x2’ + c2 and x4 + cs are both irreducible in Q[x]. 
By Lemma 15 we need only prove that if x4 + c2 is Q-adequate, then so also 
is x2’ + c2. Suppose then that x4 + c2 is Q-adequate and let p be any prime 
such that x4 + cs is irreducible over QD . From Lemma 13 we see that there 
are at least two such primes p, say p, and p, . Suppose we have shown that 
x2’ + c2 is irreducible over Q,, , i = 1,2. The Q-division ring D having 
invariants 1/25 at p, , -l/2s at p, , and 0 at all other primes of Q is then split 
by Q(ar), where 01 is any root of x2” + c2 = 0. Since [Q(a) : Q] equals the index 
of D, we conclude as before that D contains a maximal subfield isomorphic 
to Q(a) and so xs’ + c2 is Q-adequate. Thus it is sufficient to show that if 
x4 + c2 is irreducible over QD , then so also is x2’ + c2. From the proof of 
Lemma 13 we see that [8,(&i) : Q9] = 2. Over Q,(m) we have 
x4 + c2 = (x2 + c 1/--1)(x” - c d-1). Since ~4 + c2 is irreducible over 
Q, both x2 + c a and x2 - c a must be irreducible over 8,(2/--l). 
By Lemma 2, c 2/- 1 $ fP, K = Q,(a). Thus neither c 2/- 1 nor -- 
-c 2/--l is an element of -4K4 and so x2’-’ + c 4-l is irreducible over 
QB(d--1). However, x2’ + c2 = (x2’-’ + c -)(x28-1 - c -\/-I) and so, 
if (11 is a root of a?’ + c d-1 = 0, [Q,(U) : Q,] = 2”. Thus x2’ + c2 is 
irreducible over Q, , proving the lemma. 
We have already determined necessary and sufficient conditions for poly- 
nomials of the form xa’ + b and & + b, K odd, to be Q-adequate. We will 
now piece these results together to determine the conditions under which 
x2’k + b is Q-adequate. 
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LEMMA 17. Let k be odd and suppose that xzSk + b is irreducible in Q[x]. 
If x2* + b is Q-adequate, then so is x2dk + 6. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 we see that both x2’ + b and xk + b are irreducible 
in Q[x]. Let 01 be a root of x2’k + b and set 01~ = ~8, 01~ = ~8. Then 01~ is a 
root of fi(x), i = 1, 2, where fi(x) = x2” + b and fi(x) = xk + b. [Q(U) : Q] = 
2% = [Q(d : Ql[Q(~2) : PI so Q(4 = Q(al ,a21 and ([SW : 91, [Qb2 :QI) = 
1. By assumption, fi(x) is Q-adequate. f2(x) is Q-adequate by Lemma 6. 
It now follows from Lemma 4 that x2’% + b is Q-adequate. 
We next consider the cases when x2”k + b is reducible. 
LEMMA 18. Let k be odd and suppose that xk + b is irreducible in Q[x]. 
If x2’ + 6 isQ-adequate, then so is x2’I + b. 
Proof. Assume that x2’ + b is Q-adequate. If x2’ + b is irreducible, 
then from Lemma 2 we see that xsak + b is irreducible. By Lemma 17 we 
would have that x28k + b is Q-adequate. We assume then that x2’ + b is 
reducible and we proceed by induction on s. In view of Lemma 2 we see that 
either b = -3 or b = 4d4 and s > 2. If b = -c2, then xk2’ + b = 
xk2’ - c2 = (xks8-’ - c)(x~~“-~ + c). xk + c and xk - c are irreducible since 
b 4 ZP, p any prime dividing k, implies c $ ZP (again using Lemma 2). 
Since x2* - c2 is Q-adequate, so also is either x2”’ - c or x2*-l + c. By 
induction, either xk2’-’ - c or xksaP1 + c is Q-adequate and so xks* + b is 
Q-adequate. Now suppose that b = 4d4 and s 3 2. Then x2’ + 4d4 =fi(x) f2(x) 
where fi(x) = xa’-l + 2dx2”-’ + 2d2 and f2(x) = x2’-’ - 2dx2”’ + 2d2. Let 01 
be a root of xk2* + 4d4. Then CY~ is a root of either fi(x) or f2(x). In the course 
of proving Lemma 11 we showed that fi(x) and f2(x) are irreducible in Q[x]. 
Thus [Q(a”) : Q] = 2”-l. # is a root of xk + b and since xk + b is irreducible, 
[Q(cx2’) : Q] = k. We also have xk2* + 4d4 = fi(xk) f2(xk) and so cz is a root 
of either fi(xk) or f2(xk). Both of these polynomials have degree k2s-1 and so 
Q(a) = Q(cy.“, a2”) and either fi(xk) or f2(xk) is the minimal polynomial 
satisfied by 01. From the proof of Lemma 11 we see that bothf,(x) and f2(x) 
are Q-adequate. xk + b is Q-adequate by Lemma 6. It now follows from 
Lemma 4 that xadk + b is Q-adequate. This proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 19. Let k be odd. If x2* + b is Q-adequate, then so is x2’k + b. 
Proof. Suppose that x2” + b is Q-adequate. We prove that x2sk + b is 
Q-adequate by induction on k. The result is clear for k = 1 so we may assume 
k > 1. If xk + b is irreducible the result follows from Lemma 18, so we may 
assume that xk + b is reducible. Then for some n dividing k we have b = cn 
and xt + c is irreducible, where k = nt (again using Lemma 2). We have 
X2%t + cn = (x~‘~ + c)g(x),g(x) E Z[x]. In view of Lemma 18 we need only 
show that x2’ + c is Q-adequate. If b $ &P-, then, since n is odd, c $ &Z2. 
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If b is of the form 4d4, then direct verification shows that c is of this form. 
Finally, suppose b = 2%v2, where Y = 0 or 1 and u is odd and square-free. 
Writing c in this form we have c = 2*wza, where q = 0 or 1 and w is odd 
and square-free. Since n is odd and c 11 = 6, we see that u = w and Y = q. 
It now follows from Lemmas 13 and 16 that x2’ + c is Q-adequate. 
We now finally can prove Theorem 1. 
(1) follows from Lemmas 6, 7, 9, 10, and 19. 
(2) follows from Lemmas 15, 16, and 19. 
(3) follows from Lemma 13. 
(4) follows from Lemma 11. 
Finally, we prove (5). Suppose u and v are integers, (u, v) = 1, v # -1, 
and uv f 0. Let g(x) = x” + P+%. Suppose g(x) is Q-adequate. Let D be a 
Q-division ring and suppose A E D is such that g(A) = 0. Thenf(A/v) = 0 
where f(x) = x” + u/v. Thus f(x) is Q-adequate. Conversely, suppose 
f(x) is Q-adequate and let B E D be such that f(B) = 0. Then g(vB) = 0 so 
g(x) is Q-adequate. This completes the proof of Theorem I, 
Suppose xm + b is Q-adequate. We can ask whether there is more than one 
Q-division ring in which xm + b obtains a root. It is easy to see that if D 
is one such Q-division ring and D’ is a Q-division ring of dimension relatively 
prime to [D : Q], then D o. D’ is another Q-division ring in which xm + b 
obtains a root. It would seem then that our question should be: Suppose 
xm + b is Q-adequate. Are there infinitely many Q-division rings, all of the 
same dimension over Q, in which xm + b obtains roots? Our next result 
answers this question in the affirmative. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(x) EQ[x] be Q-adequate and suppose that f(x) is 
irreducible in Q[x] and of degree n. Then there exist infinitely many Q-division 
rings Di , i = 1, 2 ,..,, where [Di : Q] = n2 JOY all i, and Ai E Di such that 
f(AJ = Ofor i = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Let L be the splitting field for f(x) and G the Galois group of L 
over Q. Let p be a prime dividing n. Sincef(x) is irreducible, p divides the 
order of G. Let a E G be of order p and let H = (CT). Let K be the fixed field 
of H. Then [L : K] = p and L is a normal extension of K with cyclic Galois 
group. By the Frobenius density theorem ([3] Chapter IV, page 129) there 
are infinitely many primes of K inertial in L. Therefore there exists infinitely 
many primes q of Q such that p divides [Lq : QJ, where q is any extension 
of q to L. Let 01 be a root of f(x) in L. Let q be a rational prime which is 
unramified in Q(a) and such that p divides [Lq : Q9.] for any extension q 
of q to L. There are infinitely many such primes. Since q is unramified in 
Q(ar), Q,(a) is normal over Q, ([6] page 185) and so Q,(a) is a splitting field 
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forf(x) over Q* . Let q be any extension of 4 to L. Then L, is also a splitting 
field forf(x) over Q, and so L, = Q&a). Therefore p divides [Q,(N) : Q] for 
infinitely many rational primes 4. By assumptionf(x) is Q-adequate and so 
there exists a Q-division ring D containing a subfield isomorphic to Q(a). 
By Proposition 2.2 of [5] we may assume that Q(a) is a maximal subfield of D. 
Let q1 and qa be rational primes such that D has invariant 0 at both q1 and q2 
and p divides both [Q,,(a) : Q,,] and [Q*,(a) : QZn,]. Let D' be the Q-division 
ring obtained as follows: if t is a rational prime, t # q1 , t # q2 , the invariant 
of D' at f equals the invariant of D at t, while the invariant of D' at p1 equals 
l/p and the invariant of D' at q2 equals -l/p. Then D' has index n and Q(a) 
splits D' so D' contains a maximal subfield isomorphic to Q(a) (see the proof 
of Lemma 1). Since there are infinitely many choices for the primes q1 and 
q2 , there are infinitely many choices for D'. This proves the theorem. 
The results in this paper give rise to a more general problem. Given an 
algebraic number field K we can ask whether there is a criterion analogous 
to Theorem 1 for determining which of the polynomials zcrn - a(a E K) have 
roots in a finite-dimensional division algebra central over K. 
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